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Abstract 

 

In this paper, we address the problem of private data publishing, where different attributes for the same set of individuals are 

held by two parties. Privacy-preserving data publishing addresses the problem of disclosing sensitive data when mining for 

useful information. In order to achieve this, we use two systems, namely hospital and insurance in which the two party algorithm 

is applied to get the resultant, shared dataset. The results are compared with k-anonymity algorithm as part of experiments and 

found to be better and more secure.    
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The research topic of privacy-preserving data publishing has received a lot of attention in different research communities, from 

economic implications to anonymization algorithms. Huge databases exist today due to the rapid advances in communication and 

storing systems. Each database is owned by a particular autonomous entity. Moreover, the emergence of new paradigms such as 

cloud computing increases the amount of data distributed between multiple entities. These distributed data can be integrated to 

enable better data analysis for making better decisions and providing high-quality services. For example, data can be integrated 

to improve medical research, customer service, or homeland security. However, data integration between autonomous entities 

should be conducted in such a way that no more information than necessary is revealed between the participating entities. 

The field of medicinal research and health data publishing insists upon the compliance of health regulatory bodies and rules by 

health information custodians, who are liable to share electronic health records for health data mining and clinical research. 

Health records by its nature are very sensitive and sharing even de-identified records may  raise issues of patient privacy breach. 

Data privacy breach incidents not only create negative impacts of these health service providers in the general public but also 

result in possible civil lawsuits from patients for claiming compensation. In the United States of America, the Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requires patient consent before the disclosure of health information between health 

service providers. Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act builds on the HIPAA Act of 

1996 to strengthen the privacy and security rules. HITECH Act augments an individual’s privacy protections, expands 

individuals new rights to their health information, and includes revisions to the penalties applied to each HIPAA violation 

category for healthcare data breaches. 

In this paper, we propose an algorithm to securely integrate person-specific sensitive data from two data providers, whereby 

the integrated data still retain the essential information for supporting data mining tasks. 

A HIC wants to share a person-specific data table with a health data miner, such as a medical practitioner or a health insurance 

company for research purposes. A person-specific dataset for classification analysis typically  contains four types of attributes, 

namely the explicit identifiers, the quasi-identifier (QID), the sensitive attribute, and the class attribute. Explicit identifiers (such 

as name, social security number, and telephone number, etc.) are those which belongs to personal unique identification. QID 

(such as birth date, sex, race, and postal code, etc.) is a set of attributes having values may not be unique but their combination 

may reveal the identity of an individual. Sensitive attributes (such as disease, salary, marital-status, etc.) are those attributes that 

contain sensitive information of an individual. Class attributes are the attributes that the health data miner wants to perform 

classification analysis. Let D(A1,...,An, Sens, Class) be a data table with explicit identifiers removed, where{A1,...,An}are quasi-

identifiers that can be either categorical or numerical attributes, Sens is a sensitive attribute, and Class is a class attribute. A 
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record in D has the form v1,v2,...,vn,s,cls, where vi is a value of Ai, s is a sensitive value of Sens, and cls is a class value of 

Class. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Data privacy has been an active research topic in the statistics, database, and security communities for the last three decades. An 

existing system is K-anonymity. 

 K-Anonymity A.

k-anonymity is a property possessed by certain anonymized data. “Given person-specific field-structured data, produce a release 

of the data with scientific guarantees that the individuals who are the subjects of the data cannot be re-identified while the data 

remain practically useful”. A release of data is said to have the k-anonymity property if the information for each person 

contained in the release cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 individuals whose information also appear in the release.  

 Goal of K-Anonymity B.

 Each record is indistinguishable from at least k-1 other records 

 These k records form an equivalence class. 
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Let D(A1,...,An) be a table and QID be the +quasi identifier associated with it.  

D satisfies K- anonymity if and only if each record on QID in D appears with at least K−1 other records in D. K-anonymity 

does not provide privacy if sensitive values in an equivalence class lack diversity so it is subject to attribute linkage attack. 

Furthermore, due to the curse of high dimensionality as discussed, enforcing K-anonymity on high-dimensional data would result 

in significant information loss.   
Id Name Age Sex Zip occupation disease 

10* **** >40 M 300** P migraine 

10* **** <40 F 300** P hiv 

10* **** >40 F 300** A asthma 

10* **** >40 M 300** P migraine 

10* **** <40 M 300** A migraine 

11* **** >40 F 300** A asthma 

11* **** <40 M 300** P hiv 

11* **** <40 F 300** A asthma 

11* **** <40 F 300** P Migraine 

11* **** >40 M 300** A Hiv 

III. SECURE TWO PARTY ALGORITHM 

Differential privacy aims to provide means to maximize the accuracy of queries from statistical databases while minimizing the 

chances of identifying its records. Differential privacy is a recent privacy definition that provides a strong privacy guarantee. It 

guarantees that an adversary learns nothing more about an individual, regardless of whether her record is present or absent in the 

data.  

A standard mechanism to achieve differential privacy is to add a random noise to the true output of a function. The noise is 

calibrated according to the sensitivity of the function. The sensitivity of a function is the maximum difference of its outputs from 

two data sets that differ only in one record. 

 Two-Party Algorithm  A.

In this section, we present our Distributed Differentially private anonymization algorithm based on Generalization (DistDiffGen) 

for two parties as shown in Algorithm . The algorithm first generalizes the raw data and then adds noise to achieve Ɛ -differential 

privacy. 

 Algorithm:  1)

Two-Party Algorithm (DistDiffGen). Input: Raw data set D1, privacy budget Ɛ, and number of specializations h 

Output: Anonymized data set D  

1) Initialize Dg with one record containing top most values; 

2) Initialize Cuti to include the topmost value;  

3) Ɛ ’ Ɛ 2(|A|+2h)  

4) Determine the split value for each Ʋ
n
  UCuti with probability   exp( Ɛ ’ 2Δu(D, Ʋ

n
 )); 

5) Compute the score ˅Ʋ   UCuti  

6) for l=1 to h do  

7) Determine the winner candidate w  

8) if w is local then  

9) Specialize w on Dg; 

10) Replace w with child(w) in the local copy of          UCuti; 

11) Instruct P2 to specialize and update UCuti; 

12) Determine the split value for each new Ʋn
   UCuti with probability   exp( Ɛ ’ 2Δu(D, Ʋ

n
 )); 

13) Compute the score for each new Ʋ   UCuti  
14) else  

15) Wait for the instruction from P2;  

16) Specialize w and update UCuti using the instruction; 

17) end if  

18) end for  

19) for each leaf node of Dg do 

20) Execute the SSPP Protocol to compute the shares C1 and C2 of the true count C; 

21) Generate two gaussian random variables Yi~N(0,√1 Ɛ) for i   {1,2}   
22) Compute X1 = C1 +Y1

2
-Y2

2
 ;  

23) Exchange X1 with P2 to compute (C+Lap(2/Ɛ))  
24) end for 

25) return Each leaf node with count (C+Lap(2/Ɛ))  
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The general idea is to anonymize the raw data by a sequence of specializations starting from the topmost general state. A 

specialization, written Ʋ→child(Ʋ), where child(Ʋ) denotes the set of child values of Ʋ , replaces the parent value Ʋ with child 

values. The specialization process can be viewed as pushing the “cut” of each taxonomy tree downwards. A cut of the taxonomy 

tree for an attribute A , denoted by Cuti, contains exactly one value on each root-to leaf path. The specialization starts from the 

topmost cut and pushes down the cut iteratively by specializing a value in the current cut. 

Algorithm is executed by the party P1 (same for the party P2) and can be summarized as follows: Generalizing raw data. Each 

party keeps a copy of the current UCuti and a generalized table Dg , in addition to the private table D1 or D2. Here, UCuti is the 

set of all candidate values for specialization. Initially, all values in A are generalized to the topmost value in their taxonomy trees 

, and Cuti contains the topmost value for each attribute A. At each iteration, the algorithm uses the distributed exponential 

mechanism to select a candidate w  UCuti, which is owned by either P1 or P2, for specialization. Candidates are selected based 

on their score values, and different utility functions can be used to determine the scores of the candidates. Once a winner 

candidate is determined, both parties specialize the winner w on Dg by splitting their records into child partitions according to 

the provided taxonomy trees. If the winner w is one of P1’s candidates, P1 specializes w on Dg , updates its local copy of UCuti , 

and instructs P2 to specialize and update its local copy of UCuti accordingly. P1 also calculates the scores of the new candidates 

due to the specialization . If the winner w is not one of P1’s candidates, P1 waits for instruction from P2 to specialize  w   and to 

update its local copy of UCuti . This process is repeated according to the number of the specializations h. 

Algorithm  performs exactly the same sequence of operations as in the single-party algorithm DiffGen but in a distributed 

setting. DiffGen is Ɛ-differentially private. Therefore, we prove the correctness of Algorithm  by just proving the steps that are 

different from DiffGen: 

 Candidate selection. Algorithm selects a candidate for specialization. This step correctly uses the exponential 

mechanism  therefore, the candidate selection step guarantees Ɛ-differential privacy.  

 Updating the tree Dg and UCuti. Each party has its own copy of Dg and UCuti. Each party updates these items exactly 

like DiffGen either by using the local information or by using the instruction provided by the other party 

 Computing the noisy count.  Algorithm also outputs the noisy count of each leaf node, where the noise is equal to 

Lap(2/Ɛ). Thus, it guarantees Ɛ 2-differential privacy.  

In summary, Algorithm  uses half of the privacy budget to generalize the data , where each individual operation is Ɛ’-

differential privacy; it uses the remaining half of the privacy budget to ensure overall Ɛ-differential privacy. 

As an example we consider 2 tables 1 for hospital and 1 for insurance. The hospital and insurence database contains a “data” 

table given in table 1 and table2 respectively to hold the data that need to be shared. On these tables we apply our algorithm to 

get the anonymous data table.This table contains the shared fields without revealing the  sensitive information.   

Ɛ-differential privacy algorithm is thus proved to provide higher level of security and performance. A major difference 

between the algorithms is that k-anonymity simply masks part of the sensitive fields in an attempt to provide privacy. This leaves 

scope for comparison and guess of the contents. Whereas Ɛ-differential privacy algorithm  hides such fields entirely. This gives 

higher security. 

 
Fig. 2: Generalized data table (D9).distributed exponential mechanism is used for specializing the predictor attributes in a top-

down manner using half of the privacy budget. Laplace noise is added at leaf nodes to the true count using the second half of the 

privacy budget to ensure overall Ɛ-differential private output. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS 

To evaluate the impact on classification quality, we have used the algorithm on the following dataset. It was observed that the 

algorithm offers a high degree of privacy, as seen in the result set. 

The algorithm is implemented in parallel in both parties using TCP. A set of predicates are chosen, based on which the sharing 

is performed. At the insurance part, we choose salary ([18-99]) and at the hospital, we choose job (Any-Job) and sex (Any_Sex). 

We anonymize the data based on these predicates. For Any_Sex, there are two possible values Male and Female. Any_Job is 

classified into Professional and Artist. Salary is generalized to a class 18-99 thousand. The anonymous data table is formed based 

on these predicates, excluding any sensitive fields of the data table. 

Table 1: 
Slno Pname age Occupation sex Disease Class 

101 Adarsh Rai 29 Doctor M Migraine N 

102 Geetha Mehra 38 Cleaner F Hiv Y 

103 Govind Ram 64 Welder M Asthma N 

104 Jennifer Sarah 38 Painter F Hiv N 

105 Hafiz Ali 56 Painter M Migraine N 

106 Arpita Roy 24 Lawyer F migraine N 

107 Teena Thomas 36 Cleaner F Hiv Y 

108 Rishikesh Mehta 61 Lawyer M asthma Y 

109 Irene D'cruz 39 Painter F Hiv N 

110 Aditya Sharma 24 Technician M asthma N 

111 Sathish Shekhar 52 Painter M Hiv N 

112 Smitha Abraham 41 Lawyer F asthma N 

113 Karthik Keshav 28 Lawyer M migraine Y 

114 Bimal Kumar 37 Cleaner M Hiv N 

115 Shekhar Nair 66 Welder M asthma N 

116 Poornima Mohan 36 Painter F Hiv Y 

117 Rajesh Roy 44 Painter M Hiv N 

118 Ujjual Kumar 30 Lawyer M migraine N 

119 Sudha Prabhakaran 82 Cleaner F asthma Y 

120 Purushothaman P 71 technician M Hiv Y 

Table 2 
Id Name salary Occupation Sex class 

101 Adarsh Rai 100000 Doctor M N 

102 Geetha Mehra 15000 Cleaner F Y 

103 Govind Ram 10000 Welder M Y 

104 Jennifer Sarah 25000 Painter F N 

105 Hafiz Ali 18000 Painter M N 

106 Arpita Roy 30000 Lawyer f N 

107 Teena Thomas 21000 Cleaner F Y 

108 Rishikesh mehta 95000 Lawyer M Y 

109 Irene D'cruz 20000 Painter F Y 

110 Aditya Sharma 50000 Technician M N 

111 Sathish Shekhar 45000 Painter M Y 

112 Smitha Abraham 60000 Lawyer F Y 

113 Karthik Keshav 32000 Lawyer M N 

114 Bimal Kumar 20000 Cleaner M Y 

115 Shekhar Nair 8000 Welder M Y 

116 Poornima Mohan 17500 Painter F Y 

117 Rajesh Roy 45000 Painter M N 

118 Ujjual Kumar 50000 Lawyer M Y 

119 Sudha Prabhakaran 5000 Cleaner F Y 

120 Purushothaman P 10000 Technician M Y 

 

It can be observed from the anonymous table that the data has been published in the most secure way. None of the private 

details of the patient, such as name, place etc. have been disclosed. Also, distinctive features such as occupation has been 

classified into 2, professional and artist. So the Shared data is also masked to provide anonymity and privacy. 
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Table 3 

Occupation Sex Salary Count 

P M 10-110 4 

P F 10-110 8 

A M 10-110 4 

A F 10-110 4 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Here, we compare the algorithm with the existing system of k-anonymity algorithm to evaluate its efficiency. We can see that the 

two party algorithm provides higher security compared to k-anonymity algorithm. 
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